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	This book is intended for those who need to get things done with Mac OS X Server 10.6. As such, you can use this book two ways. Those new to Mac OS X Server can read straight through the entire book, and by the end should feel competent to administer any Mac server thrown their way. For those with some knowledge of Mac OS X Server, or perhaps a thorough knowledge of other Unix-based servers, the book is arranged by tasks so that you can either start reading at any point, skipping material you already know, or pick and choose the chapters you’ll find most helpful to your own work or system needs. This task-oriented approach also makes the book useful as a general reference for all aspects of Mac OS X Server.


	Throughout the book, special emphasis is given to the new features of the latest release, Mac OS X Server 10.6, aka Snow Leopard Server. For instance, you’ll find out how to integrate an iPhone with Mac OS X Server using the new Mobile Access features, or how to install an SSL certificate in the web service, Apache.

	
		Task-oriented approach to server administration makes it easy to find and accomplish what needs to get done
	
		Thorough subject coverage including workflows for Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server GUI-level features, command-line features, and alternatives
	
		Features introductory material for new administrators, emphasis on new features for upgrading to Snow Leopard Server, and more advanced material for experienced IT and enterprise administrators who want to get the most out of Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server



	What you’ll learn

	
		The key features of Mac OS X Server, including new services such as mobile access for iPhone integration and Address Book Server
	
		The most efficient approach to suit your working style, including GUI and command-line alternatives
	
		When to call on third-party products where no Apple products are available
	
		Integration strategies for a range of network and server configurations
	
		How to enable each required service and all of their services from start to finish



	Who is this book for?


	This book is for administrators interested in a complete course on Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server, including first-time Mac OS X Server admins, admins upgrading from older versions, and experienced Unix or Mac admins who want to master all aspects of Apple’s newest Server software.
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Image Processing: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Image processing—from basics to advanced applications
Learn how to master image processing and compression with this outstanding state-of-the-art reference. From fundamentals to sophisticated applications, Image Processing: Principles and Applications covers multiple topics and provides a fresh perspective on future directions and...
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How to Do Everything with Adobe InDesign CSMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Delivers the goods on the latest Adobe product for graphics users of all levels. Teaches not just which InDesign command does what but also why it works and when to use it. Includes short, real-world projects that teach just enough information that you’ll be able to learn it and absorb it. Plus, provides details for those converting their...
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Neuromarketing: Understanding the Buy Buttons in Your Customer's BrainThomas Nelson Inc, 2007

	Unveiling a remarkable combination of the latest brain research and revolutionary marketing practices, authors Patrick Renvoise and Christophe Morin teach highly effective techniques to build and deliver powerful, unique, and memorable messages that will have major, lasting impact on any audience.
...
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CompTIA Network+ (N10-004) Cert GuideQue, 2010

	Learn, prepare, and practice for exam success

	
		Master every topic on the newest 2010 Network+ exam.
	
		Assess your knowledge and focus your learning.
	
		Get the practical workplace knowledge you need!



	Start-to-finish Network+ preparation from...
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Testing ASP.NET Web Applications (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
A unique resource that combines all aspects of Web testing and makes it completely specific to ASP.NET

As Microsoft's key Web technology for creating dynamic, data-driven Web sites and Web applications, ASP.NET is incredibly popular. This is the first book to combine several testing topics and make them specific to ASP.NET. The author...
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Computational River DynamicsTaylor & Francis, 2007
This comprehensive text on the fundamentals of modeling flow and sediment transport in rivers treats both the physical principles and numerical methods for various degrees of complexity. It covers 1-D, 2-D (both depth- and width-averaged), and 3-D models, as well as the integration and coupling of these models. The volume includes a broad selection...
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